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I like to use mixed media to create my work. Right now, I really enjoy using natural

stones (for their positive and healing energy) and epoxy resin (for the glossy effect

it gives) together with acrylic paint. My paintings are mostly snapshots of an

imaginary place - a world of Sam and Lily. It’s a world filled with daydreaming,

playing around with friends and enjoying a simple life far from chaos and instability

of this world. This place reminds me of better things in life and helps me stay

positive and hopeful.  

I want to dedicate my art to the childhood in general. Its a special time in every

person's life, so tender and delicate yet so often overlooked and undervalued. I like

how naive, pure and powerful childhood feels. These feelings I want to transpire

through my artwork and hopefully infuse other people with.



Congratulations on being selected for an artist

interview. What is art for you?

Which techniques have influenced your work

the most?

Thank you! Oh, art is like a heartbeat. It has a

rhythm. Every artist carries his/her own

rhythm, a melody if you like. And this rhythm

can be expressed in so many ways: painting,

music, film, photography, dance… you name it!

This is art. Art is living and it wants to be

expressed. I see it like that.

Currently, my work uses natural stones, epoxy

resin, and acrylic painting, which forms a three-

dimensional effect. I have a lot of fun working

with mixed media and I see endless creative

opportunities there. 



Are your artworks focused on a specific

theme?

Right now a definite yes. I want to talk about

the power of hope & kindness, positivity,

mental health, green life. Things like that are

close to my heart and I found that painting

little episodes from Sam & Lily’s world allowed

me to express my philosophy of life most

effectively. 

What are you currently working on?

Creatively, I’m still on a journey with Sam &

Lily. I’ve completed the first series of

paintings. However, at the next stop (season

2), I’m thinking about incorporating dance

which I’m currently researching to gain

knowledge and understanding about what I

choose to paint. I’m going to use natural

stones again, so lots of thinking and planning. 

The Bold Modern will be held at different

international art festivals in Europe. Do you

want to join us? Did you enjoy cooperating

with us?

Oh yeah, I’d love an opportunity to work with

the Bold Modern. It has been a great pleasure

this far! 




